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A duality theory for modules was established by Morita [8] and Azumaya 
[2]. In [lo], Miiller characterized rings with duality using the concept of 
linear compactness defined by Zelinsky [ 131. Rings with duality are closely 
connected with Frobenius algebras introduced by Nakayama [ 111 and their 
generalization, quasi-Frobenius (qF) rings. Recently Vamos [ 121 studied the 
inheritance of duality between a ring and its over ring, and showed that for a 
ring extension A 3 B such that A, is finitely generated by elements which 
centralize B, if B has a duality induced by U,, then A has a duality induced 
by Hom,(A, U), . While, for ring extensions, Kasch [4] introduced the 
notion of Frobenius extensions as a generalization of that of Frobenius 
algebras, and Mtiller [9] extended it to the notion of qF extensions. In this 
paper we shall extend the Vamos’ result above to the case where A XI B 
satisfies the condition that there exist a, ,..., a, in A such that A = xi aiB 
and a,B = Ba, (i = l,..., n), and study Frobenius or qF extensions with 
duality. Our main result is stated as follows: 
Let A/B be a Frobenius (resp. qF) extension satisfying the above 
condition. If ,,U, defines a Morita duality, then rHomg(A, U), defines a 
Morita duality and T/A is a Frobenius (resp. qF) extension, where 
r= End,(Hom,(A, U)). If 1V, defines a Morita duality, then qVB defines a 
Morita duality and Q/Z: is a Frobenius (resp. qF) extension, where 
Q = End,( v>. 
The present paper consists of three sections. The first section is concerned 
with results on bimodules which will be employed in the sequel. The second 
section deals with Frobenius or qF extensions with Morita duality. The third 
section is devoted to give an application of our results to studying the 
inheritance of Morita duality between a ring A and a fixed subring AG with a 
finite group G of ring automorphisms of A. 
Throughout the present paper, all rings have a 1, which acts unitally and 
is preserved by homomorphisms and subrings. Module homomorphisms will 
be written on the side opposite the scalars. 
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1. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let R and S be rings. The notation sMR stands for M a left S, right R- 
bimodule. For $YR and a positive integer n, M(“) denotes the direct sum of n 
copies of $fR. We shall denote by the notation sN, 1 .$!lR the fact that sN, 
is isomorphic to a direct summand of Jt4r’ for some n, and write 
- $fR if sN, 1 sMR and $ZR 1 sN,. For a left R-homomorphism 
$:M+ RN, the image of m in M under f will be denoted by mr or (m)f The 
composite off: RM + RN and g: RN -P RP will be written as mfoR = (m’)” for 
m in M. Sometimes we will use the notation Hom,(M., N.) to denote the set 
of right R-homomorphisms of MR to NR. For M,, E(M,) denotes the 
injective envelope of M. 
Let MR be a right R-module. We say that MR is linearly compact (l.c.) (in 
the discrete topoloty) if any finitely solvable system of congruences x = xi 
(mod Mi) is solvable, where the Mi are submodules of M (see [ 13 1). We say 
that MR is co-finitely generated (co-f.g.) if for every set {M,; i E I} of 
submodules of M with the intersection 0, Mi = 0, there is a finite subset F of 
Z such that n, Mi = 0. As is known, MR is co-f.g. if and only if M, has a f.g. 
essential socle (see, e.g., [ 11). For a bimodule sUR, if U, and ,U are injective 
cogenerators and if there are natural ring isomorphisms S N End,(U), 
R N End,(U), then we say that siJ, defines a Morita duality (see [ 11, [2], 
[3] or 181). In [ 121, Vimos mentioned as a slightly modified version of 
Miiller [lo] that EndRcv,UR defines a Morita duality if and only if R, is l.c. 
and U, is a l.c. and co-f.g. injective cogenerator. This result will be employed 
freely in the sequel. 
Let p: B -+ A be a ring homomorphism. Then A can be regarded as a two- 
sided B-module by p in the natural way. Thus Horn,@., B.) has a structure 
of B-A-bimodule: (b&)(x) = bf(ax) for fE Horn,@., B.), a, x E A, b E B. 
Similarly Hom,(.A, .B) has a structure of A-B-bimodule: xaab = (~a)~ b for 
g E Hom,(.A, .B), a, x EA, b E B. We say that p: B -+A is a Frobenius 
extension if A, is f.g. projective and if JA N .Hom,(A., B.)A (cf. 141). If A, 
is f.g. projective and if BAA 1 .Hom,(A., B.), , then we say that p: B -+ A is a 
right qF extension (cf. 191). A left qF extension is defined symmetrically. A 
right and left qF extension is called a qF extension merely. 
The following is obvious by the definition of co-f.g. or l.c. module. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let Xs and YR be S and R-modules, respectively. Let 
f: X -+ Y be an additive injection such that f carries every S-submodule of X 
to an R-submodule of Y. If YR is co-fg. (resp. l.c.), then so is Xs. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let sMR be an S-R-bimodule. Suppose that there are 
a finite number of elements m, ,..., m, of M such that M = xi miR and Smi = 
m,R (i= l,..., t). Let X, be an R-module. Then the following statements hold. 
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(1) Zf X, is co-Kg. (resp. l.c.), then so is Horn&V, X), I 
(2) Zf Hom,(M, E(X,)) # 0, then Hom,(M, X) # 0. 
Proof. (1) Put Mi = miR (i = l,..., t). Considering a mapping 
tii: Horn&U,, X) -+ X, #i(f) =f(mi> 
each Hom,(M,,X), is co-f.g. (resp. l.c.) by Lemma 1.1, and so 
Hom,(M, X), is co-f.g. (resp. l.c.) because the S-R-epimorphism 
induces an S-monomorphism 
Hom,(M, X) -+ Horn, 
(2) Assume that f E Hom,(M, E(X,)), f# 0. Then we may assume 
that f(m,) # 0. Since X is essential in E(X,), we have 0 #f(m,) r, E X for 
some r, E R. Let sr be an element of S such that m,r, = s,m,. Setting 
f, =fi,, we have O#f,(m,) EX. If fi(mz) #O, then we have 
0 #fi(m,) rz E X for some r2 E R. For s2 E S with s2m2 = m, rz, let us set 
f2 =f, * s2- Then we have f2(m,), f2(m,) E X and f2(mz) # 0. Continuing 
this way, we have an R-homomorphism g of M to E(X,) such that g(M) is 
non-zero and is contained in X. 
The following is a slight generalization of the well-known result that every 
f.g. projective faithful module over a commutative ring is a generator. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let sMR be an S-R-bimodule satisfying the 
assumption of Proposition 1.2. Zf M, is faithful and projective, then M, is a 
generator. 
Proof: Let Z be the trace ideal of the R-module M: Z = {C f(m); m E M, 
f E Hom,(M, R)}. If MR were not a generator, then Z# R. Since a 
monomorphism R + M”‘, r ++ (mir)i, induces an epimorphism 
Hom,(M”‘, E(R/Z,)) + Hom,(R, E(R/Z,)), we have Hom,(M, E(R/Z,)) # 0, 
and so, by Proposition 1.2(2), there is an R-homomorphism g of M to R/Z 
with g # 0. But, MR being projective, there is an R-homomorphism g’ of M 
to R such that g = u o g’, where u is the natural homomorphism of R to R/Z. 
Thus we have g = 0, which is a contradiction. It follows that Z = R, that is, 
MR is a generator. 
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2. RING EXTENSIONS 
Throughout this section, A will be a ring, B its subring and p: B --) A the 
canonical injection. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let X, be a faithful B-module. If A, (resp. J) is 
torsionless, then Hom,(A, X), (resp. X @ BAA) is faithful. 
Proof: Suppose that A, is torsionless. Let a be a non-zero element of A. 
Then there is a right B-homomorphism g of A to B such that g(a) # 0. But, 
X, being faithful, we have xg(a) # 0 for some x E X, which yields that 
(A, o g) . a# 0, where 1,: B + X is defined by A,(b) =xb for b E B. It 
follows that Hom,(A, X), is faithful. The other statement can be proved 
similarly. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that A, is a generator. Let X, and gY be right and 
left B-modules, respectively. Then X, (resp. BY) is l.c. whenever Hom,(A, X), 
(resp. AA @ BY) is l.c. In particular, $,A is l.c., then so is BB. 
Proof: Since A, is a generator, there is a homomorphism p: A, --) B, 
such that p(b) = b for all b E B. Assume that Hom,(A, X), is l.c. For 
mappings 
4: X -+ Hom,(A, X), @(x)(a) = xp(a>, 
w: Hom,(A, X) -+X, w(f) =f(l), 
we have tq o $ = id,. If {xi, Xi}i is a finitely solvable system of congruences 
in X, , then so is {#(xi), X:}i in Hom,(A, X), , where Xl = Hom,(A , Xi). 
Thus there is some f E Hom,(A, X) such that f - #(xi) E Xi for all i, which 
implies that v/(f) -xi E Xi for all i. It follows that X, is l.c. Next assume 
that AA @ ,Y is l.c. If { y, Yj}j is a finitely solvable system of congruences in 
BY, then so is ( 1 @ yj, Y; }j in ,A 0 gY, where Y; is the image of the 
canonical homomorphism A @ BYj --P A @ .Y. Thus there is some 
Ckak@zkEA@BY such that Ckak@zk-- l@yjE Y,! for all j, which 
implies that Ck p(a,) zk - yj E Yj for all j. It follows that gY is l.c. 
Let M, be a right B-module. Set i@ = Hom,(A, M), A = End,(M) and 
r= End,(M). Then we have a ring homomorphism 
j:/t -r, S)(f) = 1 of (&A,fEM). 
If A, is a generator, then A is imbedded in r as a subring by the mapping j. 
Similarly, set ti = M 0 J and r* = End,@). Then we have a ring 
homomorphism 
J’*: A -+ r*, j*(l) = A @ id, (LEA). 
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If gA is a generator, then A is imbedded in r* as a subring by the mapping 
j*. With the notation as above, we have the following. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Suppose that the following two conditions are 
satisfied: 
(9 Hom,(A, MjB I MB. 
(ii) ,,Hom,(A, WA I (rev. =, -1 ,A 0 BAAa 
Then j: A -+ F is a left qF (resp. Frobinius, qF) extension. 
PROPOSITION 2.3*. Suppose that the following two conditions are 
satisfied: 
(i>* M@gABl~B’ 
(ii)* ,,M 0 BAA I (rev. =, -> ,,Hom,@, ML. 
Then j*: A + F* is a right qF (resp. Frobenius, qF) extension. 
Before going to proofs, we shall recall the following from Miyashita 17, 
Lemma 3.61. 
LEMMA. Let R be a ring and S its subring. Let X, and Y, be R-modules 
such that X, I YR. Let fi: X+ Y and gi: Y-+X (i = 1, . . . . n) be R- 
homomorphisms such that xi gi 0 fi = id,. Let Z, be an S-module. Put 
C = End,(X), D = End,(Y) and E = End,(Z). Then: 
(1) Hom,(Y,X)O.H om,(Z, Y) 2: Hom,(Z, X), g @ k N g 0 k, as C- 
E-bimodules. The inverse of this isomorphism is the mapping h b 
Ci gi Ofi 0 h. 
(2) Hom,(Z,X)-Hom,(Hom,(X, Y),Hom,(Z, U)),hb(f++foh), 
as C-E-bimodules. The inverse of this isomorphism is the mapping 
wk+~CigiOfy. 
Proof of Proposition 2.3. Noting that 
r = Horn,@?., ii;i.) ‘v Horn,@ 0 aA., M.) 
as A-r-bimodules, we have 
r ‘V Horn,@., M.) 
as A-T-bimodules. In particular, using (i), we have 
,,r) AHom,(M, M) = ,,A. 
(1) 
(2) 
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Furthermore, applying Miyashita’s Lemma for R = S = B, X= h?, Y=M 
and Z = M, we have 
Hom,(M., ii;i.) N Hom,(.Hom,@?., M.), .A) 
as T-A-bimodules, and so, from (l), we have 
Hom,(M., ii;i.) = Hom,(.T, .A) 
as r-A-bimodule. Hence we have 
(3) 
(4) 
r= Horn,@.., a.) 1 (resp. N, -) Hom,(M@,A., fi.) (by (ii)) 
N Horn&V., Horn,@., n?.).) 
Y Hom,(M., A?.) 
N Hom,(.T, .A) (by (4)) 
as r-A-bimodules, which implies, together with (2), that j: A -+ r is a left qF 
(resp. Frobenius, qF) extension. 
Remark. In place of (i) and (ii), if the following (i)O and (ii)O are 
fulfilled, respectively, then the above proof shows that j: A + r is a right qF 
extension. 
(ih AHomBW WB I ,Jb 7 
0% $9 RAA I AHo~B(&WA. 
If ,JB 1 BBB, then (i), is valid evidently. 
Similarly we can prove Proposition 2.3*, but we shall give here a proof 
for the sake of completness. 
Proof of Proposition 2.3 *. Noting that 
r* = Horn,@?., A?.) N Hom,(M., Hom,(A., A?.).) 
as r*-A-bimodules, we have 
r* N Horn&V., A?,) cl)* 
as r*-A-bimodules. In particular, using (i)*, we have 
r,* 1 Horn&V., A4.)A = A,. w* 
Furthermore, applying Miyashita’s Lemma for R = S = B, X = 2, Y = M 
and Z = M, we have 
Hom,(M., A?.) N Hom,(.Hom,(fi., M.), A) (3*) 
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as r*-A-bimodules. Thus we have from (l)* 
Horn,@., M.) N Hom,(r*., A.) (4)” 
as A-T*-bimodules because Hom,(n., M.) / Hom,(M., M.) = A as left A- 
modules. Hence we have 
r* = Hom,(&, A) 1 (resp. N, -) Horn,@., Ii?.) (by (ii>*) 
‘v Horn&@ @ aA., M.) 
N Horn,@., M.) 
N Horn,,@‘*., A.) (by (4)“) 
as A-T*-bimodules, which implies, together with (2)*, that j*: A + r* is a 
right qF (resp. Frobenius, qF) extension. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let NA be a right A-module, Z = End,(N) and 
J2 = End,(N). Assume that the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(iii) Hom,(A1 WA I NA , 
04 .N 0 aA, I (rev. =, -1 QHomg(A, WA. 
Then Q is a right qF (resp. Frobenius, qF) extension of C. 
ProoJ Set N= Hom,(A, N). Since there is a canonical isomorphism 
Q = End,(N) N Hom,d (N, N) (5) 
as D-C-bimodules, we have by (iii) that 
l2, I Hom,,,(N, N>r = C, . (6) 
Applying Miyashita’s Lemma for R = A, S = B, X = 3, Y = N and Z = B, a 
mapping 
Hom,(N, N) @ ,Hom,(B, N) + Hom,(B, N), g $3 k H g o k 
is bijective, and hence, so is a mapping 
Horn, (N, N) @ ,N + N, g 0 n +b g(n). 
Obviously this mapping is an R-A-homomorphism. Thus, recalling (5), we 
have 
f2&N2fV (7) 
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as a-A-bimodules, and so, 
R N Hom,(N, Hom,(A, N)) 
z Hom,(N @ A, N) ] (resp. N, -) Hom,(@, N) (by (iv>> 
N Hom,(Q 0 JV, N) (by (7)) 
‘v Hom,(Q., X) 
as C-Q-bimodules, which implies, together with (6), that S2 is a right qF 
(resp. Frobenius, qF) extension of 2. 
We now consider the following condition for the ring extension A/B: 
There are a jinite number of elements a, ,..., a,, E A such that 
c*> 
A = x ai B and ai B = Ba, (i = l,..., n) 
, 
PROPOSITION 2.5. The following statements are true under the condition 
(*I 
(1) If X, is co-Jg. (resp. Ix.), then Hom,(A, X) is co-fg. (resp. l.c.) as 
a B- and hence as an A-module. 
(2) If Y, is co-f.g., then Y is co-fg. as a B-module. 
Proof Assertion (1) is a direct consequence of Proposition 1.2(l). Let 
assume that YA is co-f.g. Let ( Si ; i E I} be a complete set of representatives 
for the distinct isomorphism classes of simple right B-modules. Set 
X= 0, E(S,) and z= Hom,(A, X). Since A, is f.g., x, 2 0, Hom,(A, 
E(S,)), canonically. But x, is a cogenerator because X, is a cogenerator. 
Thus Y, can be imbedded in a direct sum of finitely many modules of the 
form GJF Hom,(A, E(S,)), where the F are finite subsets of I. Hence YB is co- 
f.g. by (1). 
The next theorem extends Vimos [ 12, Theorem 2.21 slightly. 
THEOREM 2.6. The following statements are true under the condition 
(*I. 
(1) If a bimodule ,,U, defines a Morita duality, then so does 
,Hom,(A, U), , where I’= End,(Hom,(A, U)). 
(2) If A, and d are projective and if a bimodule zVA defines a 
Morita duality, then so does n VB, where J2 = End,(v). 
Proof. (1) Put !? = ,.Hom,(A, U), . Then oA is co-f.g. and l.c. by 
Proposition 2.5(l). Apparently, o* is an injective cogenerator. Further A is 
l.c. as a right B and hence as a right A-module because A, is f.g. and B, is 
l.c. Thus we obtain (1). (2) First A, and J are generators by 
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Proposition 1.3. Since A, is l.c., Lemma 2.2 implies that B, is l.c. From 
Proposition 2.5, V, and Hom,(A, v), are co-f.g. Thus Hom,(A, V), is l.c., 
since V, is a l.c. cogenerator. Hence V, is l.c. by Lemma 2.2. Noting that for 
every right B-module X, , Horn& V) N Hom,(X, Hom,(A, V)) ‘v 
Hom,(X@J, V) naturally, the flatness of J implies that VB is injective. 
Let S be any simple right B-module. Since J is a generator, we have 
S @ J # 0. Thus the fact that V, is a cogenerator yields that 
Hom,(S @ J, V) # 0, and so Horn,@, V) # 0, which implies that VB is a 
cogenerator. Hence we have proved (2). 
The following is the main theorem of this paper (cf. [S, Corollary to 
Theorem 3.1 I). 
THEOREM 2.7. The following statements are true under the condition 
(*I 
(1) rf ,,U, defines a Morita duality and A/B is a left qF (resp. 
Frobenius, qF) extension, then ,Hom,(A, U), defines a Morita duality and 
r/A is a left qF (resp. Frobenius, qF) extension, where 
r= End,(Hom,(A, v)). 
(2) If ,V, defines a Morita duality and A/B is a right qF (resp. 
Frobenius, qF) extension, then oV, defines a Morita duality and O/Z is a 
right qF (resp. Frobenius, qF) extension, where R = End,(V). 
ProoJ First assume that ,,U, defines a Morita duality and A/B is a left 
qF (resp. Frobenius, qF) extension. Then u= Hom,(A, U) is co-f.g. as a 
right B-module by Proposition 2.5(l). Recalling that J is projective, 0 is 
injective as a right B-module. Thus we have that 
since U, is a cogenerator. Moreover if A/B is a left qF (resp. Frobenius, qF) 
extension, then we have 
Next assume that zV, defines a Morita duality and A/B is a right qF (resp. 
Frobenius, qF) extension. Then v= Hom,(A, V) is co-f.g. as a right A- 
module by Proposition 2.5. Thus we have 
because VA is injective and V, is a cogenerator. Moreover if A/B is a right 
qF (resp. Frobenius, qF) extension, then we have 
R V@ BAA I 6-w. =, -> &omdA, V, . 
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Thus we can obtain the theorem by Propositions 2.3 and 2.4 and 
Theorem 2.6. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Assume that A, is$g. by elements which centralize B. 
Let U, be an injective B-module. Let r= End,(Hom,(A, U)) and 
A = End,(U). Then I,, isJg. by elements which centralize A. 
Proof. By the assumption, there is a B-B-epimorphism B”’ --f A for some 
t. This induces a A-B-monomorphism Hom,(A, u) -+ Hom,(B”‘, U) (ELI(‘)). 
Thus we have a A -A-epimorphism (A (‘)z) Hom,( U”‘, U) + 
Hom,(Hom,(A, U), U) (=I), since U, is injective. It follows that r,, is f.g. 
by elements which centralize A. 
Remark. If JB 1 $Ie, then ,J, 1 *A,, without the assumption that U, is 
injective. 
As a direct consequence of Theorem 2.7 and Proposition 2.8, we have the 
following. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. If ,U, defines a Morita duality and A/B is a left qF 
(resp. Frobenius, qF) extension such that A, is f.g. by elements which 
centralize B, then rHomg(A, U), defines a Morita duality and I/A is a left 
qF (resp. Frobenius, qF) extension such that I,, is f.g. by elements which 
centralize A, where r = End,(Hom,(A, U)). 
3. APPLICATIONS 
Let A be a ring and G a finite group of ring automorphisms of A. Let B be 
the subring of A consisting of the elements left fixed by all elements of G; 
B=(aEA; a(a)=a for all aEG]. Let A=A(A;G) be the twisted group 
ring or the trivial crossed product of A relative to G, that is, A = @Au, is a 
free (left) A-module with free generators (u,} indexed by G and with 
multiplication defined by XU, yu, = xc(y) u,, . The ring A has U, for its 
identity element and the mapping XI--, XU, imbeds A as a subring of A. 
Obviously the ring extension A/A satisfies the condition (*) for A/A in 
Section 2. As well known, A/A is a Frobenius extension (see, e.g., [7, 
Theorem 2.11 I). Further there is a ring homomorphism 




(x)=Ca u(x), I7 
0 D 
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where Cg a,~, E A, x E A. Hence A has a natural structure as a left A- 
module by the mapping j. Then it is easy to see that B z End,(A) by the 
mapping b t-+ (x t--+ xb). Moreover there is a natural B-B-homomorphism 
tr: A + B defined by W(U) = C, a(a) for a E A. A mapping 4: A + A defined 
by 4(x, a,~,) = C, a, is clearly a A-epimorphism. Then it is not difficult to 
see that J is projective o Q is splitable as a A-homomorphism o there is 
c E A such that D-(C) = 1. 
Now a ring R is called a left Moritu ring if there is a bimodule RUS such 
that RUs defines a Morita duality. A right Morita ring is defined 
symmetrically. 
As an application of Theorem 2.6, we have immediately the following. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. With the notation us above, A is a left (resp. right) 
Morita ring ifund only if A is a left (resp. right) Moritu ring. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Assume that there is c E A such that tr(c) = 1. If A is 
a left (resp. right) Morita ring, then B is a left (resp. right) Moritu ring. 
Proof. Let assume that A is a left Morita ring. Then A is a left Morita 
ring by the above proposition. As mentioned above, the assumption implies 
that AA is f.g. projective. Thus End,(A) and hence B is a left Morita ring by 
[ 6, Theorem 2.41. As the situation is symmetric on right and left, a similar 
argument shows that B is a right Morita ring if A is a right Morita ring. 
Let assume that A/B is a G-Galois extension, that is, there are x1 ,..., x, ; 
.I’, ,..., y,, E A such that Ci xj~(yi) = a,,, for all u E G, where the symbol 6,,, 
denotes the Kronecker delta. Then it is easy to see that x = xi xitr(yix) = 
xi tr(xxi) yi for all x E A and that A = End,(A.) by the mapping j above 
(j- ’ is given by j- ‘(f) = Iif ,JJ, U, . yi for f E End,(A.)). Especially, 
A, and J are both f.g. projective. If B is a right Morita ring, then End,(A.) 
and hence A is a right Morita ring by 16, Theorem 2.41. Thus A is a right 
Morita ring by Proposition 3.1. As the situation is symmetric on right and 
left, a similar argument shows that A is a left Morita ring if B is a left 
Morita ring. Therefore we have the following. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Assume that A/B is a G-Galois extension. If B is a 
left (resp. right) Moritu ring, then A is a left (resp. right) Moritu ring. 
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